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ABSTRACT

Modern computational workloads require abundant thread level parallelism (TLP), necessitating highly-parallel, many-core accelerators such as General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs). GPGPUs place a heavy demand on the on-chip interconnect between the many cores and a few memory controllers (MCs). Thus, traffic is highly asymmetric, impacting on-chip resource utilization and system performance. Here, we analyze the communication demands of typical GPGPU applications, and propose efficient Network-on-Chip (NoC) designs to meet those demands. We show that the proposed schemes improve performance by up to 64.7\%. Compared to the best of class prior work, our VC monopolizing and partitioning schemes improve performance by 25\%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.1.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Multiprocessors-Interconnection architectures
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1. INTRODUCTION

General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs) have emerged as a cost-effective approach for a wide range of high performance computing workloads which have a high thread level parallelism (TLP) [10]. GPGPUs are characterized by numerous programmable computational cores which allow for thousands of simultaneous active threads to execute in parallel. The advent of parallel programming models, such as CUDA and OpenCL, makes it easier to program graphics/non-graphics applications, making GPGPUs an excellent computing platform. The growing quantity of parallelism and the fast scaling of GPGPUs have fueled an increasing demand for performance-efficient on-chip fabrics finely tuned for GPGPU cores and memory systems [3, 11].

Ideally, the interconnect should minimize blocking by efficiently exploiting limited network resources such as virtual channels (VCs) and physical channels (PCs) while ensuring deadlock freedom. Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) have been useful in chip-multiprocessor (CMP) environments due to their scalability and flexibility. Although NoC design has matured in this domain [9, 14], NoC design for GPGPUs is still in its infancy. Only a handful of works have examined the impact of NoC design in GPGPU systems [3, 11, 13, 15].
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Unlike CMP systems, where traffic tends to be uniform across the cores communicating with distributed on-chip caches, the communication in GPGPUs is highly asymmetric, mainly between many compute cores and a few memory controllers (MCs). Thus the MCs often become hot spots [3], leading to skewed usage of the NoC resources such as wires and buffers. Specifically, heavy reply traffic from MCs to cores potentially causes a network bottleneck, degrading the overall system performance. Therefore, when we design a bandwidth-efficient NoC, the asymmetry of its on-chip traffic must be considered. In prior work [3, 4, 11], the on-chip network is partitioned into two independent, equally divided (logical or physical) subnetworks between different types of packets to avoid cyclic dependencies that might cause protocol deadlocks. Due to the asymmetric traffic in GPGPUs skewed heavily towards reply packets, however, such partitioning can lead to imbalanced use of NoC resources given in each subnetwork. Thus, it fails to maximize the system throughput, particularly for memory-bound applications requiring a high network bandwidth to accommodate many data requests. The throughput-effectiveness is a crucial metric for improving the overall performance in throughput-oriented architectures, thus designing a high bandwidth NoC in GPGPUs is of primary importance.

In the GPGPU domain, this is the first study evaluating and analyzing the mutual impacts of different MC placements and routing algorithms on system-wide performance. We observe that the interference from disparate types of GPGPU traffic can be avoided by adopting the bottom MC placement with proper routing algorithms, obviating the need of physically partitioned networks.

The contributions of this work are as follows: First, we quantitatively analyze the impact of network traffic patterns in GPGPUs with different MC placements and dimension order routing algorithms. Then, motivated by this detailed analysis, we propose VC monopolizing and partitioning schemes which dramatically improve NoC resource utilization without causing protocol deadlocks. We also investigate the impact of XY, YX, and XY-YX routing algorithms under diverse MC placements. Simulation results show the proposed NoC schemes improve overall GPGPU performance by up to 64.7\% over baseline. Compared to the top performing prior work, our VC monopolizing and partitioning schemes achieve a performance gain of 25\% with a simple MC placement policy.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section, we describe the baseline GPGPU architecture and NoC router microarchitecture in detail.

2.1 Baseline GPGPU Architecture

A GPGPU consists of many simple cores called streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each of which has a SIMT width of 8. The baseline GPGPU architecture consists of 56 SMs and 8 MCs as shown in Figure 1. Each SM is associated with a private L1 data cache, read-only texture/constant caches, and register files along with a low latency shared memory.
Every MC is associated with a slice of the shared L2 cache for faster access to the cached data. We assume write-back polices for both L1 and L2 caches [4], and minimum L2 miss latency is assumed to be 120 cycles. We assume a 2D mesh to connect cores and MCs as in Figure 1 due to its advantages of scalability, simplicity and regularity [3].

2.2 Baseline NoC Router Architecture

Figure 1 shows the baseline NoC router, which has 5 I/O ports to connect the SMs to L2 cache and MCs in a GPGPU. The router is similar to that used by Kumar et al. [12] employing several features for latency reduction, including speculation and lookahead routing. Each arriving flit goes through two pipeline stages in the router: routing computation (RC), VC allocation (VA), and switch arbitration (SA) during the first cycle, and switch traversal (ST) during the second cycle. Each router has multiple VCs per input port and uses flit-based wormhole switching. Credit-based VC flow control is adopted to provide the backpressure from downstream to upstream routers, which controls flit transmission rate to avoid buffer overflows.

3. DESIGNING BANDWIDTH-EFFICIENT NOCS IN GPGPUS

Here, we analyze the GPGPU workload NoC traffic characteristics and their impact on system behavior. Based on this analysis, we propose VC monopolization and asymmetric VC partitioning to achieve higher effective bandwidth.

3.1 GPGPU On-Chip Traffic Analysis

3.1.1 Request and Reply Traffic

Prior work shows on-chip data access patterns to be more performance critical than data stream size in GPGPUs [7]. Further, these traffic patterns are inherently many-to-few (in the request network, from the many cores to the few MCs) and few-to-many (in the reply network, from the MCs back to the cores) [3]. As shown in Figure 2 MC-to-core, the reply network sees much heavier traffic loads than core-to-MC, the request network. This is because the request network consists of many short packets (read requests) mapped into a single flit and fewer long packets (write requests) mapped into 3–5 flits. The reply network consists of many long packets (read reply) mapped into 5 flits and relatively a few short packets (write reply) mapped into a single flit. Figure 3 shows that on average around 63% of packets are read replies. Exceptionally, RAY, contains more request packets than reply packets, due to a write demand in this application.

In general, the ratio between request and reply traffic can be derived as follows. Considering the overall injection rate at λ at each node, we denote the ratio of read and write requests by r and w, respectively, and the sum of r and w equals one because request consists of only two types: read and write. The length of each packet can be divided into two groups: a short packet (Ls) representing read request and write reply, and a long packet (Ll) including read reply and write request. The amount of request traffic Trqs is the sum of read and write requests and likewise, the amount of reply traffic Trcp is the sum of read and write replies.

\[ T_{\text{req}} = \lambda \cdot r \cdot L_s + \lambda \cdot w \cdot L_l \]
\[ T_{\text{rep}} = \lambda \cdot r' \cdot L_l + \lambda \cdot w' \cdot L_s \]

where \( r' \) and \( w' \) denote ratios of replies for read (r) and write (w) requests, respectively. Since a single request is always followed by a single reply, the ratio between r and w is identical to that of \( r' \) and \( w' \). Here, the ratio of reply to request (R) is derived by dividing \( T_{\text{req}} \) by \( T_{\text{req}} \). Thus, according to Figure 2, R equals around two since the traffic volume of reply packets is two times higher than that of request packets.

Figure 4 illustrates the traffic, \( T_{\text{req}} \) and \( T_{\text{rep}} \), in an \((N \times N)\) mesh network with \( k \) MCs. In this figure, we take an example of \( N = k = 4 \), and XY routing with the bottom MC placement. Each arrow represents the direction of traffic and the associated coefficient number denotes the link utilization toward that direction. By multiplying the coefficient with either \( T_{\text{req}} \) or \( T_{\text{rep}} \), we can approximate the amount of traffic towards a specific direction. For vertical links, a coefficient value is determined by the row location. For example, each core located at the 1st row (i=1) uses its south output port 4 times. If a core sends request packets to \( N \) MCs at the bottom row, the south port of a router associated with the core is utilized by \( N \) times. Thus, for a core located at the \( i^{\text{th}} \) row in an \((N \times N)\) mesh, the request coefficient towards south direction becomes \( N \cdot i \). Similarly, we can utilize the core’s column in deriving coefficient values for horizontal links. If a core \( j \) is located at the \( j^{\text{th}} \) column in the mesh network, \( N - j \) MCs are on the east side of this
core. To access these \(N-j\) MCs, all cores located from the \(1^{st}\) to the \(j^{th}\) columns must use the east output port of core \(j\). Therefore, the coefficient for east port of \(j^{th}\) core is set by \(j \cdot (N - j)\). In a similar way, we analyze the coefficient values for all directions as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{\text{south}} &= N \cdot i \\
C_{\text{north}} &= N \cdot (i - 1) \\
C_{\text{east}} &= j \cdot (N - j) \\
C_{\text{west}} &= (N - j + 1) \cdot (j - 1)
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

The quantitative analysis above proves three important facts about the characteristics of GPGPU network traffic. First, reply traffic is much heavier than request traffic as empirically shown in Figures 2 and 3. Second, both request and reply traffic get congested as they approach to the MCs located at the bottom. The growing coefficient values of \(C_{\text{south}}\) and \(C_{\text{north}}\) from Equation 2 support this argument. Third, request and reply traffic do not get mixed on horizontal or vertical links as shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b).

### 3.1.2 Memory Controller Placement

One way of alleviating traffic congestion is to move the MCs. Different MC placements help improve network latency and bandwidth by spreading the processor-memory traffic, balancing the NoC load. While prior work on MC placement shows the performance improvement to be gained from MCs placement in CMPs [2], this work does not analyze how MC placement affects the average hop count for GPGPUs. Here, we conduct a detailed quantitative analysis of GPGPU MC placement policies and show how distributed MC location can improve the NoC efficiency in GPGPUs.

The most clear advantage of distributed MC placement is the reduced average number of hops from cores to MCs, as shown in Figure 5. Comparing with other MC placements, specifically, the diamond MC placement shown in Figure 5(d) allows more cores to access MCs with fewer hops. Since we are using dimension order routing, there is only one unique path from each core to a given MC. The row and column number of \(i^{th}\) MC are assumed to be \(\text{row}_{i} \) and \(\text{col}_{i}\) respectively. In the same way, the row and column number of \(j^{th}\) core are \(\text{row}_{j} \) and \(\text{col}_{j}\). With this notation, for an \((N \times N)\) mesh network with \(N\) number of MCs and \((N^2 - N)\) cores, the average number of hops from cores to MCs can be estimated as follows:

\[
H_{\text{avg}} = \frac{\sum (\text{Vertical} + \text{Horizontal hops})}{\text{Total number of paths}} = \frac{H_{\text{vert}} + H_{\text{hori}}}{(N^2 - N)N}
\]

\[
\text{Total number of paths} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N^2-N} |\text{row}_{i} - \text{row}_{j}| + |\text{col}_{i} - \text{col}_{j}|
\]

(3)

Note that Equation 3 is a general form of the equation applicable to any MC placement. \(H_{\text{vert}}\) and \(H_{\text{hori}}\) represent the aggregated number of hops for vertical and horizontal directions. We summarize \(H_{\text{vert}}\) and \(H_{\text{hori}}\) of different MC placements in Table 1.

Based on Table 1, we find that sorting the MC placement diagrams in the order of decreasing average number of hops yields the following order: bottom, edge, top-bottom, and diamond. This analysis also corresponds with results from prior work [2], which reported the best performance improvement with diamond MC placement. Although the diamond placement shows the least number of hops, we show that other MC placement policies can outperform the diamond placement by adopting VC monopolizing and different routing algorithms in Section 4.2.

### 3.2 Proposed Design

#### 3.2.1 VC Monopolizing and Asymmetric VC Partitioning

Request and reply packets in GPGPUs compete for NoC resources such as VCs and PCs. When the resources are naively shared by both packets, avoiding protocol deadlock requires that reply packets must not compete for the same resources as request packets. To avoid this, prior studies [4, 3, 11] suggest partitioning NoCs equally into two
Networks and MC placement schemes examined here are implemented in GPGPU-Sim [5]. The simulator is flexible enough to capture the internal design of GPGPU and our target architecture has similarities to NVIDIA’s FermiGTX 480. Figure 1 shows the NoC router microarchitectures modeled in GPGPU-Sim. A 2D mesh network is used to connect SMs, caches, and MCs. To prevent protocol deadlock, the baseline NoC (Table 2) is built with a single physical network with two separate VCs for handling request-reply traffic always traverses to the Y direction first. Therefore, XY-YX or XY routing is effective in load-balancing the processor-memory traffic in a 2D mesh topology with the bottom MC placement scheme. On other MC placement schemes, we find routing algorithms have little impact on overall performance. Simulation results for different MC placements and routing algorithms are detailed in Section 4.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate schemes proposed in Section 3 with the aim of developing a high performance NoC, optimized for use in GPGPUs. We also analyze simulation results in detail using a wide variety of GPGPU benchmarks.

4.1 Methodology

The NoC designs and MC placement schemes examined here are implemented in GPGPU-Sim [5]. The simulator is flexible enough to capture the internal design of GPGPU and our target architecture has similarities to NVIDIA’s FermiGTX 480. Figure 1 shows the NoC router microarchitectures modeled in GPGPU-Sim. A 2D mesh network is used to connect SMs, caches, and MCs. To prevent protocol deadlock, the baseline NoC (Table 2) is built with a single physical network with two separate VCs for handling request and reply traffic. We evaluate our schemes with a wide range of GPGPU workloads such as CUDA SDK [1], ISPASS [4], Rodinia [6], and MapReduce [8]. Each benchmark suite is structured to span a range of parallelism and compute patterns, providing feature options that help identify architectural bottlenecks and fine tune system designs.

4.2 Performance Analysis

Table 1: The average number of vertical/horizontal hops under different MC placements in an (N x N) mesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MC Placement</th>
<th>Hvert</th>
<th>Hhor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bottom</td>
<td>$N^2(N-1)/2$</td>
<td>$N(N+1)(N-1)/3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>$N^2(N-1)^2/2$</td>
<td>$N(N+1)(N-1)^2/3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-Bottom</td>
<td>$N^2(N-1)^2/2$</td>
<td>$N(N+1)(N-1)^2/3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>$N^2(N+1)(N-2)/8$</td>
<td>$N^2(N+1)(N-2)/8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: request/reply traffic is mixed on horizontal links.
Impact of Network Division. As described in Section 3.2.1, we advocate for a single physical network with separate virtual networks for request and reply packets. To avoid protocol deadlock, we increase the number of VCs per port, where different types of packets traverse on-chip networks via different VCs. It is noted that additional VCs employed to avoid a protocol deadlock can affect the critical path of a router since VC allocation is the bottleneck in the router pipeline [11]. However, we observe that two separate VCs under a single physical network degrades system performance less than 0.03% in geometric mean across 25 benchmarks. This observation leads us to use separate VCs with a single physical network instead of two physical networks requiring more hardware resources.

Impact of Routing Algorithms. While maintaining the same number of VCs with reduced network resources, we observed that alternative routing algorithms can significantly improve the overall system performance. Figure 7 shows the speed-up obtained with XY and XY-YX, normalized against the baseline XY. XY and XY-YX with the bottom MC placement scheme achieve a speedup of 39.3% and 64.7%, respectively. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the improvement mainly comes from mitigated traffic congestions between MCs. The heavy reply traffic generated from MCs is the main factor causing performance bottlenecks in NoCs. In this context, XY-YX routing outperforms XY routing by more than 25%. This is because unlike XY routing, XY-YX completely removes the resource contention between MCs by providing different routing paths for request and reply packets as illustrated in Figure 6.

VC Monopolizing. As illustrated in Figure 4, request and reply packets never overlap with each other in any dimension under XY or YX routing with the bottom MC placement, allowing VC monopolization as described in Section 3.2.1. Figure 8 shows the impact of VC monopolizing on system performance under different routing algorithms. Monopolized VCs lead XY and YX to achieve 43.8% and 88.9% (=39.3% from XY + 49.6% from monopolization) of speed-up in geometric mean, respectively. Note that unlike XY and YX routing, XY-YX routing still requires separate VCs in horizontal links to prevent protocol deadlock because different types of packets get potentially mixed while moving along the horizontal links as illustrated in Figure 6. This limits the number of VCs that can be monopolized (partial monopolizing) because only the VCs located in the vertical links can be fully monopolized in XY-YX routing. Accordingly, partially monopolized XY-YX routing shows less performance improvement at 85.4% (= 64.7% from XY-YX + 20.7% from monopolization), compared to that of the fully monopolized scheme with XY routing. Furthermore, across different MC placements (edge, top-bottom, and diamond), VC monopolizing is effective in achieving better performance improvement, as detailed below.

Impact of MC Placement Scheme. In our baseline, we simply put all MCs at the bottom row in a 8 x 8 2D mesh. As the network traffic in GPGPUs gets skewed towards the MCs in this scheme, the bottom MC placement causes high network congestion near the MCs, thus degrading performance. One way to alleviating such traffic congestion is to locate MCs sparsely across the network. Figure 9 shows the impact of different MC placements on overall system performance. Note that each MC placement is simulated with three different routing algorithms (XY, YX, and XY-YX). In Figure 9, we pick the routing algorithm showing the highest performance improvement for each MC placement scheme. In the figure we see that MC location has a significant impact on performance. This is because, with distributed MC placements, request and reply packets are spread across multiple locations of the on-chip network rather than converging to the bottom row. Compared to the bottom MC placement, the average performance speedup is 37.3%, 64.4%, and 40.4% for the edge, diamond, and top-bottom placements, respectively. And when applying the VC monopolizing scheme in combination with different MC placements, additional 28.3%, 12%, and 47.3% performance improvement (65.6%, 76.4%, and 87.7% in total) are achieved with the edge, diamond, and top-bottom placements, respectively. Here it is worthwhile to note that our baseline bottom MC placement combined with XY routing and fully monopolized VCs shows the highest performance improvement (89.4%) and even outperforms the prior top-performing work, diamond MC placement, by 25% (= 89.4% - 64.4%), even though the
diamond has the least number of hops as analyzed in Section 3.1.2. This proves the performance effectiveness of the VC monopolizing scheme described earlier in Section 3.2.1. **Asymmetric VC Partitioning.** Mixed request and reply traffic limits the possibility of using the VC monopolizing scheme. Different routing algorithms such as XY-YX routing or dispersed MC placements like diamond cause the mix of traffic in the middle of the links. In such network configurations, we apply asymmetric VC partitioning between request and reply packets as we detailed in Section 3.2.1. To show the impact of asymmetric VC partitioning, we assume the number of VCs per port are four. Figure 10 shows a speed-up with asymmetric VC partitioning, where only one VC is assigned to request packets and other VCs are assigned to reply packets. For XY-YX routing, the asymmetric partitioning improves the performance by 3.9% in geometric mean. Since reply packets are usually heavier than request packets, assigning more VCs to reply packets is beneficial assuming enough VCs already exist. Note that asymmetric VC partitioning is effective in enhancing performance across all MC placements.

### 5. RELATED WORK

Yuan et al. [15] proposed a complexity-effective memory scheduler for GPU architectures. NoC routers of the proposed mechanism reorder packets to increase row-buffer locality in the memory controllers. As a result, a simple in-order memory scheduler can perform similar to a much more complex out-of-order scheduler. Bakhoda et al. [3] proposed a throughput-effective NoC for GPU architectures. Due to many cores with a smaller number of memory controllers, a many-to-few traffic pattern is dominant in GPUs. To optimize such traffic, they used a half router, which disallows turns, to reduce the complexity of the network while increasing the injection bandwidth from the memory controllers to provide burst data read. Kim et al. propose [11] lightweight high frequency NoC router architectures, which reduces the pipeline delay in routers, achieving high on-chip network bandwidth, and reducing energy consumption due to the simplified architecture. In a heterogeneous system, Lee et al. [13] propose feedback based VC partitioning between CPU and GPU applications. The proposed technique redirects a few VCs to CPU and GPU applications with separate injection queue. VC partitioning in heterogeneous architectures is effective at preventing interference between the CPU and GPU applications. However, it requires a feedback mechanism to dynamically partition VCs on each router which might be additional overhead in a heavily loaded network such as GPGPUs. In addition, GPGPUs concurrently execute a massive number of threads within a single application rather than multiple applications. We believe that static VC partitioning between request and reply is enough to provide a reasonable performance improvement.

### 6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyze the unique characteristics of on-chip communication within GPGPUs under a wide range of benchmark applications. We find that the many-to-few and few-to-many traffic patterns between cores and MCs create a severe bottleneck, leading to the inefficient use of NoC resources in on-chip interconnects. We show the improved system performance based on VC monopolizing and asymmetric VC partitioning under diverse MC placements and dimension ordered routing algorithms.
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